
FRENCH LANGUAGE COURSES

ELEMENTARY FRENCH

FRENCH 111-3: FRENCH 121-3: FRENCH 125-1

MTWTH 9-9:50A   (NGUYEN)
MTWTH 10-10:50A  (MOHAMED)
MTWTH 11-11:50A   (PASSOS)
MTWTH 12-12:50P  (TALL)
MTWTH 1-1:50P   (MARCIANO)

INTERMEDIATE FRENCH

MTWTH 9-9:50A   (DEMPSTER)
MTWTH 10-10:50A  (RAYMOND)
MTWTH 11-11:50A   (TASEVSKA)
MTWTH 1-1:50P   (DEROSIER)
MTWTH 3-3:50P   (COTTON)

INTENSIVE INTERMEDIATE FRENCH

MTWTH 10-10:50A  (VIOT-SOUTHARD)
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This course is designed to develop and improve writing skills through a variety of 
classroom activities: discussion, writing, editing. Students will learn how to write 
a college-level analytical paper. Selected grammar points will be discussed in 
class, and course content will be provided by a novel and two films. Homework 
will include short writing exercises and compositions as well as the preparation of 
grammar exercises related to the writing objectives. This course serves as 
prerequisite for most other 200 and 300-level French classes.

WRITING WORKSHOP
FRENCH 202:
MWF 11:00-11:50A
MWF 1:00-1:50P PROFESSOR VIOT-SOUTHARD
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This course is designed to build fluency in speaking and understanding French. 
Classes will concentrate on increasing listening comprehension through viewing 
of videos and films, building vocabulary and idiom use, and enhancing oral 
communication skills. One group project based on a play.

ORAL WORKSHOP
FRENCH 203:
MWF 12:00-12:50P
MWF 2:00-2:50P PROFESSOR SCARAMPI

PROFESSOR PENT
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An introduction to French culture through study and analysis of major themes, 
issues and debates that characterize or preoccupy contemporary French thought 
and society, this course will help students understand French society and culture 
in today’s world. Conducted entirely in French, this course is designed to increase 
students’ ability to speak, read, and write in French, and improve their aural
w comprehension. Drawing on the notion of “la France en mutation / changing 
France,” we will explore the challenges posed to the traditional republican notion 
of French national identity by immigration, feminism, gay activism, the integration 
into the European Union, and globalization through the study of a wide range of 
documents, texts, and films.

READING CULTURES IN FRANCE:
CHANGING FRANCE

FRENCH 211:
TTH 2:00-3:20P PROFESSOR LICOPS
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This course is an introduction to the French “roman,“ or novel, from the 12th to 20th centuries. Nature and the 
environment have been a constant in the history of the novel, and literary movements have defined themselves 
in relationship to nature and our shifting relation to our surroundings; the literary movements called naturalism or 
pastoralism are two examples. In this course we will trace the history of the many shifts in literary 
understandings and presentations of nature, the environment, and its influence on narrative and us. We will 
explore how the novel develops in relation to various environments, from dream allegory to the psychological 
novel, concluding with the postcolonial novel. What is the relation between the narrator and nature, between the 
narrator and the reader, and how does the environment within a novel frame or guide narrative and desire? The 
aim of this course is to familiarize students with various periods in the history of the development of the French 
novel as well as help them develop skills in reading and literary analysis. While the aim of the course is to 
introduce students to various periods in literary history, it also places emphasis on the ways in which genre and 
form shape these narratives. How does the use of literary devices move the narrative forward? How does the 
environment within a novel shape narrative and character development? And lastly, how is nature constructed in 
discourse? In beginning with medieval romance and ending with Marie Vieux Chauvet’s account of life under 
dictatorship, we will explore the relation between the inside and out, between our internal world and its exterior, 
and analyze how human relationships with social, cultural, and “natural” environments frame desire, love, race 
and gender.

INTRODUCING THE NOVEL IN 
FRENCH

FRENCH 271:
TTH 9:30-10:50A PROFESSOR DEROSIER
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This course is designed to develop and improve writing skills through a variety of 
classroom activities: discussion, writing, editing. Students will learn how to write 
a college-level analytical paper. Selected grammar points will be discussed in 
class, and course content will be provided by a novel and two films. Homework 
will include short writing exercises and compositions as well as the preparation of 
grammar exercises related to the writing objectives. This course serves as 
prerequisite for most other 200 and 300-level French classes.

ADVANCED COMPOSITION
FRENCH 302:
MWF 1:00-1:50P PROFESSOR REY
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The goal of this course is the development of oral proficiency through speech 
functions, conversational routines and patterns, so as to build confidence in the 
practice of the French language. In order to achieve this goal, emphasis will be 
put on extensive examination of French press and French television news, French 
movies, the reading of a book related to the author studied this quarter, and 
spontaneous expression through dialogues and discussion, and even debates. 
Special emphasis will be placed on group work and culturally appropriate usage. 
The students will participate actively in the choice of the materials.

ADVANCED CONVERSATION
FRENCH 303:
MWF 2:00-2:50P PROFESSOR PENT
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Introduction to fundamentals of the French business world. Focused on seeking 
employment in a French-speaking environment, this course is designed to 
familiarize students with the business culture in France and in the Francophone 
world. The essential components of the course include acquiring knowledge of 
the economic sector, business structures and practices, business 
communication skills, as well as cultural competency. In a student-centered 
classroom, students will practice their writing and speaking skills by way of 
reality-based and task-specific communicative activities. They will, for example, 
write a CV and a cover letter, conduct a job interview, respond to business clients, 
and present a company. Upon completion of the course, students will have 
created a personalized portfolio of a French company that can be used as a 
model when entering the job market.

FRENCH IN COMMERCE 
AND INDUSTRY

FRENCH 309:
TTH 11:00-12:20P PROFESSOR DEMPSTER
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One of the most pressing political and ethical issues of our time is the question of borders, in 
particular geographical and political borders. At the heart of this question today lie the problems of 
migrants whose border crossings are too often taking place under difficult and deadly conditions. Yet 
border crossing as concept and act is not limited to our contemporary era. Movement, migration, 
departure and return have constituted human history as well as language. Translation and 
multilingualism are border crossings.  Writing owes its existence to this dynamic as words emerge onto 
a page or computer screen; where the pen leaves its marks and departs; where worlds cross the 
border of the imagination and become realities we enter and navigate through reading. Speaking is 
also border crossing as the voice traverses the body, emerging in its impulse to reach an elsewhere and 
an other. Transgression as border crossing is the stuff of our everyday life and the hallmark of our 
existence. This course is dedicated to the exploration of the multifaceted dimensions of border crossing 
in literature. At the core of our questioning will be what a border is; what are its qualities; how it comes 
into being and what allows it to be crossable. Students will be invited to read carefully, ask precise 
questions of the texts they read, and expose the concept of “border crossing” to its many possibilities 
and implications. 

BORDER CROSSINGS IN 
FRANCOPHONE AFRICAN FICTION

FRENCH 316:
MWF 10:00-10:50AM PROFESSOR QADER
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TAUGHT 
IN

ENGLISH

This course is primarily concerned with the treatment of issues of gender and 
sexuality in the literary work of French writers of the mid-to-late 20th century. It 
aims to develop our skills in the close reading of literary works in relation to the 
literary and theoretical framework and the historical and social period in which 
they developed. To that end, we will read essays on feminine sexuality by Freud 
and Lacan, excerpts from Beauvoir’s groundbreaking essay, The Second Sex, 
social and historical accounts of the period, analyses by feminist scholars, and 
novels by a range of writers including Leduc, Duras, and Guibert. 

GENDER AND SEXUALITY
FRENCH 376:
TTH 12:30-1:50P PROFESSOR WINSTON
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How did France become a secular republic whereas it began as a divine-right monarchy? What did it take to uproot 
centuries of tradition, social hierarchy, and the established political order France shared with much of the world, in just a 
few years? In short, how do you change the world? In this course, we examine the revolutionary ideas, cultural 
practices, and symbols, that shaped the most radical social, cultural, and political transformation in the history of France 
and the Francophone world and that continue to define France today. Changing the course of France and its colonies, 
the French Revolution drew on a powerful new understanding of the human and the state in order to reinvent or throw 
out entirely age-old notions of sovereignty, the law, God, religion, time, the calendar, the nation, and the family. Crucial 
to its contagious force were the texts, images, and performances that made it the first mass cultural phenomenon in 
French history. Beginning with the key ideas that informed the political challenge to absolute monarchy, we proceed to 
the revolution’s most significant cultural innovations: the emergence of a free press, the birth of human rights, the rise 
of popular activism, secularism and the reinvention of religion, the re-constitution of time, the growth of a culture of 
surveillance, the rise of new forms of theatricailty and public performance, and a number of lasting symbols such as 
Marianne, the Bastille, and the Marseillaise. At the same time, we examine the role of violence and war in both enabling 
and threatening the revolution’s most cherished gains, as well as some ideological limits of the French Revolution. We 
conclude with a consideration of the contemporary antislavery revolution in colonial Haiti, which in many ways equaled 
or exceeded the French Revolution in its radicalism and modernity. Works by Rousseau, Sieyès, Marat, De Lisle, 
Robsepierre, Maurin De Pompigny, Louverture, Dessalines, and others. Secondary sources include essays in English.  
Reading Requirement: 100 pages per week, including primary and secondary sources.

SPOTS STILL
AVAILABLE

HOW TO CHANGE THE WORLD: MAKING 
REVOLUTION IN THE FRENCH SPEAKING WORLD

FRENCH 380:
TTH 2:00-3:20P PROFESSOR GARRAWAY
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